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Abstract. Smog disaster is a severe global problem. Although it has
been investigated for decades in environmental sciences, the analysis of
smog data recently becomes an open problem in fields like big data and
artificial intelligence. In this paper, we present our study of utilizing se-
mantic reasoning techniques for accurate and explanatory smog disaster
prediction. To this end, we enriched the smog data streams with back-
ground knowledge by ontology modeling, inferred underlying knowledge
like semantic assertions and rules, built consistent prediction models by
embedding the knowledge (i.e., assertions and rules) in machine learning
algorithms, and finally provided explanations by rule-based reasoning.
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1 Introduction

Smog disaster is a kind of severe air pollution event that negatively influences
people’s health and damages the environment[8]. In the past decades, it has at-
tacked a large part of the population, especially in the fast developing economies
like China and India[4]. To deal with smog disasters, they are widely studied in
environment sciences with domain methods, e.g., chemical model and satellite
remote sensing. In these studies, prediction of air pollutants is one of the most
important problem because of its significance in real world applications.

With widely deployed physical sensors and big urban data, predictive an-
alytics for smog disasters becomes an open reseach problem in the communi-
ties of data mining and machine learning[1, 2, 10, 11]. For example, the study
U-Air[10] predicted the air pollution index for those urban areas where there
are no air quality stations using correlation analysis, feature extraction and
multi-view learning. Different from those in environment sciences, these stud-
ies model the prediction problem in perspectives of data science and artificial
intelligence. However, they apply the background knowledge with manual ex-
ploratory analysis and feature engineering, ignoring knowledge representation
and reasoning. This disables their capability of automatically incorporating the
underlying knowledge with the prediction model, which limits their generaliza-
tion to other contexts. Meanwhile, the pure machine learning based prediction
models usually lack of explanation to the results.
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On the other hand, semantic reasoning has recently been applied for the pre-
dictive analytics of spatio-temporal data[3, 5–7]. They implemented some widely
used prediction techniques e.g., association rule mining and auto-correlation
analysis on the semantic enriched data, thus utilizing background knowledge
and reasoning for semantic enhanced prediction. For example, in the study of
semantic traffic analytics[5], the researchers (1) interpreted the traffic related
time-series into ontology stream, (2) inferred assertions and axioms for each por-
tion, also known as ontology stream snapshot, (3) calculated the auto-correlation
across snapshots, (4) mined semantic rules from snapshots that are semantically
similar to the testing snapshot, and finally (5) predictively inferred the traffic
congestion status with explanations.

In this study, we aim at bridging the gap between semantic reasoning and
machine learning in the context of predictive smog disaster analysis. To this
end, we first semantically enhanced the smog related time-series by modeling
the domain knowledge with Web Ontology Language (OWL), and then inferred
the underlying knowledge i.e., assertions and rules. We finally embedded these
knowledge into basic machine learning algorithms to realize consistent sampling
and automatic feature extraction. In brief, this study contributes to both appli-
cation and methology: (i) it builds a more accurate and explanatory prediction
model for smog disasters; (ii) it proposes a framework for incorporating seman-
tic web techniques with machine learning algorithms, thus enhancing traditional
prediction models with knowledge representation and reasoning.

2 Context

Multiple heterogenous time-series observed from both physical sensors and a Chi-
nese microblogging website, also known as Sina Weibo are used for this study
as shown in Table 1. All the records are tagged with geographical position i.e.,
latitude and longitude. The application aims at predicting a position’s air pol-
lution after a period of time e.g., 12 hours and 24 hours with all the current
observations. We model the problem as a classification problem, where air pol-
lution status is divided into 6 ranges (i.e., Good, Moderate, Unhealthy, Very
Unhealthy, Hazardous and Emergent) according to a US standard based on AQI
(Air Quality Index) metric and air pollution’s health impact.

Datasets Record # Stream # Coverage Datasets Record # Coverage
air quality ∼78.53M 9

945 stations
in 190 cities

POI ∼23K
Beijing &
Shanghai

meteorology ∼150.1M 11 checkin ∼2M
weather forecast ∼101.2M 7 tweet ∼23.36M

Table 1. Details of the datasets with a time span from May 2013 to December 2014.

3 Framework

Fig.1 presents the high-level technical framework for predictive smog disaster
analysis using both semantic web and machine learning (ML) techniques. To get
accurate and explanatory prediction results, we need to (1) process the tweets
(e.g., text sentiment analysis), checking and POI records to calculate index of
those social factors that may influence air pollution[1], (2) model the background
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knowledge with OWL2 ontology (i.e., TBox) using description logic fragment
ALC and transform the time-series into streaming facts (i.e., ABox), (3) infer
underlying assertions through entailments with streaming reasoner e.g., TrOWL
streaming[9], (4) mine SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules across snap-
shots and calculate their confidence and support[5], (5)(6)(7) embed facts, asser-
tions and rules as consistent vectors and feature vectors, with both of which ML
models are trained by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm, (8) apply
the SWRL rules in reasoning with the matched rules being the explanations,
and finally (9) ensemble the results.
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Fig. 1. High-level technical framework.

Consistent Vector. A consistent vector V i
c = (V i

c (1), V i
c (2), ..., V i

c (dc)) repre-
sents the true or false value of dc classification assertions in ith snapshot which
is also known as a training example. The element V i

c (k) is assigned to 1 if kth

assertion is positive (e.g., GoodAir(a)) in that snapshot, and to 0 if kth assertion
is negative (e.g., ¬Cloudy(m)). We transform the consistent vector into auto-
correlation weight of the training example by counting the equal elements, and
then incorporate the weight with the model using weighted SGD algorithm. The
built consistent model has been proven to solve the concept shift problem in
supervised learning and achieve higher accuracy than pure ML models.
Feature Vector. A feature vector V i

f = (V i
f (1), V i

f (2), ..., V i
f (df )) represents

the real value of df attribute facts or classification assertions in ith snapshot. An
attribute fact (e.g., hasAQIV alue(a, 70)) produces a real value feature, while a
classification assertion (e.g., Cloudy(m)) generates a discrete value feature. A
technique called rule embedding is developed for automatic feature extraction.
The rule with high confidence and support, also known as an prominent rule indi-
cates strong predictive information and its prefixes are used to infer effective fea-
tures. For example, if the rule Emergent(at+12)← Hazardous(at)∧Cloudy(mt)
is prominent, the attribute facts hasCloudV alue and hasAQIV alue are used for
real value features, and a new concept combing Cloudy and Hazardous is con-
structed for a discrete value feature.
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